
2021 Forum for Healthcare and Life Sciences Leaders

DAY 2 - NOV 18
9 AM TO NOON ET

Small group workshop

9:30 AM to 10:15 AM - Session 4:

It's a People Problem: the Biggest Challenge in our Industry

Steve Brengle - Managing Director - Pharmaceuticals & Biotech USA, Wittkieffer
Nate McCutcheon - COO & EVP, Shionogi Inc.

The “great resignation” is more than a pandemic aberration.  Does the concept of
“inclusive leadership” extend beyond fostering diversity, and if so, how do you do
this?

Are the generation Zs mainly annoying in their expectations – or are they right about
things such as environmental impact and job satisfaction?

What is digital omnichannel learning, and do leaders need to embrace it?

Break

10:30 AM to 11:10AM - Session 5

New agendas: Patient engagement and ESG

Julie Gerberding - Executive Vice President, Merck
Cheryl Pemberton-Graves - Chief Volunteer Officer, Lighthouse Guild
Michele Oshman - Vice President for External Affairs, BIO

Can a Life Sciences or Healthcare business give “too much” power to its customers
and patients?   Has patient engagement suffered in the course of the pandemic?

How does ESG apply to life sciences and healthcare? Where do we need to focus
most? What is the connection between ESG and patient and other stakeholder
relations in our sectors?

11:15 AM to 11:50 AM - Session 6

Leading for the Next Decade: What will Matter Most?

David King - Operating Partner - Healthcare, Pritzker Private Capital
Paul Hastings - Chairman, BIO; CEO. Nkarta Therapeutics

Two leaders who have sat both in the CEO’s office and board chair cut through all the
background noise to assess what we must focus on most as leaders, to succeed in
the coming years.   What new trends will matter most?  What stays the same?  And
how do we look around corners to prepare for the unexpected?

Closing comments


